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Abstract

A two-region model is proposed in this paper. Manufactured goods can be produced with cottage

technology under constant returns to scale or with modern technology using differentiated

intermediate goods, which are produced with increasing returns to scale technology. In the model,

there may be multiple equilibria, and, in such cases, the initial conditions determine the equilibrium

that the economy reaches. It is shown that strong increasing returns due to specialization and low

transportation costs bring about industrialization with agglomeration. This framework explains the

mechanism behind the different industrialization process in Japan and in less developed countries.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents a development model with two regions. In the model, manufactured

goods can be produced with cottage technology under constant returns to scale or with

modern technology using differentiated intermediate goods, which are produced with

increasing returns to scale technology. The process of transition of manufacturing

production from cottage to modern technology is called bindustrialization.Q Our focus is on
the two basic factors of industrialization. One is a high level of increasing returns due to
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specialization. The other is low transportation costs, which enable technologies with

increasing returns to operate. Young (1928) said that the increasing returns due to

specialization are the basic component of economic development. A large, geographically

clustered population is required to enable a high level of increasing returns due to

specialization. Our model suggests that low transportation costs and a high level of

increasing returns due to specialization bring about industrialization with agglomeration.

In the model, a large market is realized under low transportation costs, which contribute to

industrialization.1

In this framework, the model has four types of potentially realizable stable equilibria:

pure cottage technology, symmetric modern technology, intermediate agglomeration, and

full agglomeration. In the pure cottage technology equilibrium, all manufactured goods are

produced with cottage technology, and the location of the manufacturing workers is

symmetric. In the symmetric modern-technology equilibrium, manufactured goods are

produced with modern technology in both regions, and the location of manufacturing

workers is symmetric. In the intermediate agglomeration equilibrium, manufactured goods

are produced with modern technology in one region, while, in another region, they are

produced with cottage technology. In this equilibrium, more manufacturing workers locate

in the industrialized region than in another region. In the full-agglomeration equilibrium,

manufactured goods are produced with modern technology, and all manufacturing

activities agglomerate in one region. In some parameter values, the model has multiple

equilibria. When the economy has multiple equilibria, initial conditions determine the

equilibrium that the economy reaches.2

From a theoretical point of view, our approach is closely related to two existing

theories. One is the theory of new economic geography developed by Krugman (1991) and

Fujita et al. (1999), and the other is the development theory presented by Murphy et al.

(1989) and Matsuyama (1992).

The new economic geography, which developed during the last decade, focuses on the

interrelationship between increasing returns to scale and transportation costs. In those

models, when the transportation costs are low, the economic activities tend to cluster due

to a linkage effect. In existing models of new economic geography, manufactured goods

are produced only with the technology of increasing returns to scale.3 In development

1 Locay (1990) suggested that a large market is necessary for the economy to achieve the division of labor. In

his model, there are two technologies that produce manufactured goods: home technology and firm (market)

technology. He showed that, if the market is sufficiently large, manufactured goods are produced using firm

technology, which naturally has a higher level of increasing returns due to specialization than home technology.
2 In many development and geographical models, such as those of Murphy et al. (1989) and Krugman (1991),

the initial condition determines the equilibrium that the economy reaches when the economy has multiple

equilibria.
3 Puga (1998) and Murata (2004) constructed a new economic geography-type development model. Their

model shows that workers switch from the agricultural sector to the manufacturing sector when transportation

costs become low. In our models, on the other hand, the production of manufactured goods is possible with both

cottage and modern technology. With this framework, we focus on the process of the switch from cottage to

modern technology in the manufacturing sector. Thus, our model deals with industrialization that is based on

technological change, while Puga (1998) and Murata (2004) describe industrialization that is based on sectoral

changes. Of course, both aspects are important in the process of economic development.
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